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Abstract

Neural posterior estimation methods based on discrete normalizing flows have1

become established tools for simulation-based inference (SBI), but scaling them2

to high-dimensional problems can be challenging. Building on recent advances in3

generative modeling, we here present flow matching posterior estimation (FMPE),4

a technique for SBI using continuous normalizing flows. Like diffusion models,5

and in contrast to discrete flows, flow matching allows for unconstrained architec-6

tures, providing enhanced flexibility for complex data modalities. Flow matching,7

therefore, enables exact density evaluation, fast training, and seamless scalability8

to large architectures—making it ideal for SBI. We show that FMPE achieves com-9

petitive performance on an established SBI benchmark, and then demonstrate its10

improved scalability on a challenging scientific problem: for gravitational-wave in-11

ference, FMPE outperforms methods based on comparable discrete flows, reducing12

training time by 30% with substantially improved accuracy. Our work underscores13

the potential of FMPE to enhance performance in challenging inference scenarios,14

thereby paving the way for more advanced applications to scientific problems.15

1 Introduction16

The ability to readily represent Bayesian posteriors of arbitrary complexity using neural networks17

would herald a revolution in scientific data analysis. Such networks could be trained using simulated18

data and used for amortized inference across observations—bringing tractable inference and speed to19

a myriad of scientific models. Thanks to innovative architectures such as normalizing flows [1, 2],20

approaches to neural simulation-based inference (SBI) [3] have seen remarkable progress in recent21

years. Here, we show that modern approaches to deep generative modeling (particularly flow22

matching) deliver substantial improvements in simplicity, flexibility and scaling when adapted to SBI.23

The Bayesian approach to data analysis is to compare observations to models via the posterior24

distribution p(θ|x). This gives our degree of belief that model parameters θ gave rise to an observation25

x, and is proportional to the model likelihood p(x|θ) times the prior p(θ). One is typically interested26

in representing the posterior in terms of a collection of samples, however obtaining these through27

standard likelihood-based algorithms can be challenging for intractable or expensive likelihoods. In28

such cases, SBI offers an alternative based instead on data simulations x ∼ p(x|θ). Combined with29

deep generative modeling, SBI becomes a powerful paradigm for scientific inference [3]. Neural30

posterior estimation (NPE) [4–6], for instance, trains a conditional density estimator q(θ|x) to31

approximate the posterior, allowing for rapid sampling and density estimation for any x consistent32

with the training distribution.33

The NPE density estimator q(θ|x) is commonly taken to be a (discrete) normalizing flow [1, 2], an34

approach that has brought state-of-the-art performance in challenging problems such as gravitational-35

wave inference [7]. Naturally, performance hinges on the expressiveness of q(θ|x). Normalizing36
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Figure 1: Comparison of network architectures (left) and flow trajectories (right). Discrete flows
(NPE, top) require a specialized architecture for the density estimator. Continuous flows (FMPE,
bottom) are based on a vector field parametrized with an unconstrained architecture. FMPE uses
this additional flexibility to put an enhanced emphasis on the conditioning data x, which in the SBI
context is typically high dimensional and in a complex domain. Further, the optimal transport path
produces simple flow trajectories from the base distribution (inset) to the target.

flows transform noise to samples through a discrete sequence of basic transforms. These have been37

carefully engineered to be invertible with simple Jacobian determinant, enabling efficient maximum38

likelihood training, while at the same time producing expressive q(θ|x). Although many such discrete39

flows are universal density approximators [2], in practice, they can be challenging to scale to very40

large networks, which are needed for big-data experiments.41

Recent studies [8, 9] propose neural posterior score estimation (NPSE), a rather different approach42

that models the posterior distribution with score-matching (or diffusion) networks. These techniques43

were originally developed for generative modeling [10–12], achieving state-of-the-art results in many44

domains, including image generation [13, 14]. Like discrete normalizing flows, diffusion models45

transform noise into samples, but with trajectories parametrized by a continuous “time” parameter46

t. The trajectories solve a stochastic differential equation [15] (SDE) defined in terms of a vector47

field vt, which is trained to match the score of the intermediate distributions pt. NPSE has several48

advantages compared to NPE, including the ability to combine multiple observations at inference49

time [9] and, importantly, the freedom to use unconstrained network architectures.50

We here propose to use flow matching, another recent technique for generative modeling, for Bayesian51

inference, an approach we refer to as flow-matching posterior estimation (FMPE). Flow matching is52

also based on a vector field vt and thereby also admits flexible network architectures (Fig. 1). For flow53

matching, however, vt directly defines the velocity field of sample trajectories, which solve ordinary54

differential equations (ODEs) and are deterministic. As a consequence, flow matching allows for55

additional freedom in designing non-diffusion paths such as optimal transport, and provides direct56

access to the density [16]. These differences are summarized in Tab. 1.57

NPE NPSE FMPE (Ours)
Tractable posterior density Yes No Yes
Unconstrained network architecture No Yes Yes
Network passes for sampling Single Many Many

Table 1: Comparison of posterior-estimation methods.
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Our contributions are as follows:58

• We adapt flow-matching to Bayesian inference, proposing FMPE. In general, the modeling59

requirements of SBI are different from generative modeling. For the latter, sample quality60

is critical, i.e., that samples lie in the support of a complex distribution (e.g., images). In61

contrast, for SBI, p(θ|x) is typically less complex for fixed x, but x itself can be complex62

and high-dimensional. We therefore consider pyramid-like architectures from x to vt, with63

gated linear units to incorporate (θ, t) dependence, rather than the typical U-Net used for64

images (Fig. 1). We also propose an alternative t-weighting in the loss, which improves65

performance in many tasks.66

• Under certain regularity assumptions, we prove an upper bound on the KL divergence67

between the model and target posterior. This implies that estimated posteriors are mass-68

covering, i.e., that their support includes all θ consistent with observed x, which is highly69

desirable for scientific applications [17].70

• We perform a number of experiments to investigate the performance of FMPE. First, on71

an established suite of SBI benchmarks, we show that FMPE performs comparably—or72

better—than NPE across most tasks, and in particular exhibits mass-covering posteriors in73

all cases (Sec. 4). We then turn to the challenging problem of gravitational-wave inference74

(Sec. 5), where we show that FMPE substantially outperforms an NPE baseline in terms of75

training time, posterior accuracy, and scaling to larger networks.76

2 Preliminaries77

Normalizing flows. A normalizing flow [1, 2] defines a probability distribution q(θ|x) over pa-78

rameters θ ∈ Rn in terms of an invertible mapping ψx : Rn → Rn from a simple base distribution79

q0(θ),80

q(θ|x) = (ψx)∗q0(θ) = q0(ψ
−1
x (θ)) det

∣∣∣∣∂ψ−1
x (θ)

∂θ

∣∣∣∣ , (1)

where (·)∗ denotes the pushforward operator, and for generality we have conditioned on additional81

context x ∈ Rm. Unless otherwise specified, a normalizing flow refers to a discrete flow, where ψx82

is given by a composition of simpler mappings with triangular Jacobians, interspersed with shuffling83

of the θ. This construction results in expressive q(θ|x) and also efficient density evaluation [2].84

Continuous normalizing flows. A continuous flow [18] also maps from base to target distribution,85

but is parametrized by a continuous “time” t ∈ [0, 1], where q0(θ|x) = q0(θ) and q1(θ|x) = q(θ|x).86

For each t, the flow is defined by a vector field vt,x on the sample space. This corresponds to the87

velocity of the sample trajectories,88

d

dt
ψt,x(θ) = vt,x(ψt,x(θ)), ψ0,x(θ) = θ. (2)

We obtain the trajectories θt ≡ ψt,x(θ) by integrating this ODE. The final density is given by89

q(θ|x) = (ψ1,x)∗q0(θ) = q0(θ) exp

(
−
∫ 1

0

div vt,x(θt) dt

)
, (3)

which is obtained by solving the transport equation ∂tqt + div(qtvt,x) = 0.90

The advantage of the continuous flow is that vt,x(θ) can be simply specified by a neural network91

taking Rn+m+1 → Rn, in which case (2) is referred to as a neural ODE [18]. Since the density92

is tractable via (3), it is in principle possible to train the flow by maximizing the (log-)likelihood.93

However, this is often not feasible in practice, since both sampling and density estimation require94

many network passes to numerically solve the ODE (2).95

Flow matching. An alternative training objective for continuous normalizing flows is provided96

by flow matching [16]. This directly regresses vt,x on a vector field ut,x that generates a target97

probability path pt,x. It has the advantage that training does not require integration of ODEs, however98

it is not immediately clear how to choose (ut,x, pt,x). The key insight of [16] is that, if the path is99
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chosen on a sample-conditional basis,1 then the training objective becomes extremely simple. Indeed,100

given a sample-conditional probability path pt(θ|θ1) and a corresponding vector field ut(θ|θ1), we101

specify the sample-conditional flow matching loss as102

LSCFM = Et∼U [0,1], x∼p(x), θ1∼p(θ|x), θt∼pt(θ|θ1) ∥vt,x(θt)− ut(θt|θ1)∥2 . (4)

Remarkably, minimization of this loss is equivalent to regressing vt,x(θ) on the marginal vector103

field ut,x(θ) that generates pt(θ|x) [16]. Note that in this expression, the x-dependence of vt,x(θ) is104

picked up via the expectation value, with the sample-conditional vector field independent of x.105

There exists considerable freedom in choosing a sample-conditional path. Ref. [16] introduces the106

family of Gaussian paths107

pt(θ|θ1) = N (θ|µt(θ1), σt(θ1)
2In), (5)

where the time-dependent means µt(θ1) and standard deviations σt(θ1) can be freely specified108

(subject to boundary conditions2). For our experiments, we focus on the optimal transport paths109

defined by µt(θ1) = tθ1 and σt(θ1) = 1 − (1 − σmin)t (also introduced in [16]). The sample-110

conditional vector field then has the simple form111

ut(θ|θ1) =
θ1 − (1− σmin)θ

1− (1− σmin)t
. (6)

Neural posterior estimation (NPE). NPE is an SBI method that directly fits a density estimator112

q(θ|x) (usually a normalizing flow) to the posterior p(θ|x) [4–6]. NPE trains with the maximum113

likelihood objective LNPE = −Ep(θ)p(x|θ) log q(θ|x), using Bayes’ theorem to simplify the expecta-114

tion value with Ep(x)p(θ|x) → Ep(θ)p(x|θ). During training, LNPE is estimated based on an empirical115

distribution consisting of samples (θ, x) ∼ p(θ)p(x|θ). Once trained, NPE can perform inference116

for every new observation using q(θ|x), thereby amortizing the computational cost of simulation117

and training across all observations. NPE further provides exact density evaluations of q(θ|x). Both118

of these properties are crucial for the physics application in section 5, so we aim to retain these119

properties with FMPE.120

Related work121

Flow matching [16] has been developed as a technique for generative modeling, and similar techniques122

are discussed in [19–21] and extended in [22, 23]. Flow matching encompasses the deterministic ODE123

version of diffusion models [10–12] as a special instance. Although to our knowledge flow matching124

has not previously been applied to Bayesian inference, score-matching diffusion models have been125

proposed for SBI in [8, 9] with impressive results. These studies, however, use stochastic formulations126

via SDEs [15] or Langevin steps and are therefore not directly applicable when evaluations of the127

posterior density are desired (see Tab. 1). It should be noted that score modeling can also be used128

to parameterize continuous normalizing flows via an ODE. Extension of [8, 9] to the deterministic129

formulation could thereby be seen as a special case of flow matching. Many of our analyses and the130

practical guidance provided in Section 3 therefore also apply to score matching.131

We here focus on comparisons of FMPE against NPE [4–6], as it best matches the requirements of132

the application in section 5. Other SBI methods include approximate Bayesian computation [24–28],133

neural likelihood estimation [29–32] and neural ratio estimation [33–38]. Many of these approaches134

have sequential versions, where the estimator networks are specifically tuned to a specific observation135

xo. FMPE has a tractable density, so it is straightforward to apply the sequential NPE [4–6] approaches136

to FMPE. In this case, inference is no longer amortized, so we leave this extension to future work.137

3 Flow matching posterior estimation138

To apply flow matching to SBI we use Bayes’ theorem to make the usual replacement Ep(x)p(θ|x) →139

Ep(θ)p(x|θ) in the loss function (4), eliminating the intractable expectation values. This gives the140

FMPE loss141

LFMPE = Et∼p(t), θ1∼p(θ), x∼p(x|θ1), θt∼qt,x(θt|θ1) ∥vt,x(θt)− ut,x(θt|θ1)∥2 , (7)

1We refer to conditioning on θ1 as sample-conditioning to distinguish from conditioning on x.
2The sample-conditional probability path should be chosen to be concentrated around θ1 at t = 1 (within a

small region of size σmin) and to be the base distribution at t = 0.
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which we minimize using empirical risk minimization over samples (θ, x) ∼ p(θ)p(x|θ). In other142

words, training data is generated by sampling θ from the prior, and then simulating data x correspond-143

ing to θ. This is in close analogy to NPE training, but replaces the log likelihood maximization with144

the sample-conditional flow matching objective. Note that in this expression we also sample t ∼ p(t),145

t ∈ [0, 1] (see Sec. 3.3), which generalizes the uniform distribution in (4). This provides additional146

freedom to improve learning in our experiments.147

3.1 Probability mass coverage148

As we show in our examples, trained FMPE models q(θ|x) can achieve excellent results in approxi-149

mating the true posterior p(θ|x). However, it is not generally possible to achieve exact agreement150

due to limitations in training budget and network capacity. It is therefore important to understand151

how inaccuracies manifest. Whereas sample quality is the main criterion for generative modeling, for152

scientific applications one is often interested in the overall shape of the distribution. In particular, an153

important question is whether q(θ|x) is mass-covering, i.e., whether it contains the full support of154

p(θ|x). This minimizes the risk to falsely rule out possible explanations of the data. It also allows us155

to use importance sampling if the likelihood p(x|θ) of the forward model can be evaluated, which156

can be used for precise estimation of the posterior [39, 40].157

argminq DKL(q||p)

argminq DKL(p||q)

argminq LFM

Figure 2: A Gaussian (blue) fitted to a
bimodal distribution (gray) with various
objectives.

Consider first the mass-covering property for NPE.158

NPE directly minimizes the forward KL divergence159

DKL(p(θ|x)||q(θ|x)), and thereby provides probability-160

mass covering results. Therefore, even if NPE is not accu-161

rately trained, the estimate q(θ|x) should cover the entire162

support of the posterior p(θ|x) and the failure to do so can163

be observed in the validation loss. As an illustration in an164

unconditional setting, we observe that a unimodal Gaus-165

sian q fitted to a bimodal target distribution p captures both166

modes when using the forward KL divergence DKL(p||q),167

but only a single mode when using the backwards direction168

DKL(q||p) (Fig. 2).169

For FMPE, we can fit a Gaussian flow-matching model170

q(θ) = N (µ̂, σ̂2) to the same bimodal target, in this case,171

parametrizing the vector field as172

vt(θ) =
(σ2

t + (tσ̂)2 − σt)θt + tµ̂ · σt
t · (σ2

t + (tσ̂)2)
(8)

(see Appendix A), we also obtain a mass-covering distribution when fitting the learnable parameters173

(µ̂, σ̂) via (4). This provides some indication that the flow matching objective induces mass-covering174

behavior, and leads us to investigate the more general question of whether the mean squared error175

between vector fields ut and vt bounds the forward KL divergence. Indeed, the former agrees up to176

constant with the sample-conditional loss (4) (see Sec. 2).177

We denote the flows of ut, vt, by ϕt, ψt, respectively, and we set qt = (ψt)∗q0, pt = (ϕt)∗q0. The178

precise question then is whether we can bound DKL(p1||q1) by MSEp(u, v)
α for some positive power179

α. It was already observed in [41] that this is not true in general, and we provide a simple example to180

that effect in Lemma 1 in Appendix B. Indeed, it was found in [41] that to bound the forward KL181

divergence we also need to control the Fisher divergence,
∫
pt(dθ)(∇ ln pt(θ)−∇qt(θ))2.182

Here we show instead that a bound can be obtained under sufficiently strong regularity assumptions183

on p0, ut, and vt. The following statement is slightly informal, and we refer to the supplement for the184

complete version.185

Theorem 1. Let p0 = q0 and assume ut and vt are two vector fields whose flows satisfy p1 = (ϕ1)∗p0186

and q1 = (ψ1)∗q0. Assume that p0 is square integrable and satisfies |∇ ln p0(θ)| ≤ c(1 + |θ|)187

and ut and vt have bounded second derivatives. Then there is a constant C > 0 such that (for188

MSEp(u, v) < 1))189

DKL(p1||q1) ≤ CMSEp(u, v)
1
2 . (9)

The proof of this result can be found in appendix B. While the regularity assumptions are not190

guaranteed to hold in practice when vt is parametrized by a neural net, the theorem nevertheless191
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gives some indication that the flow-matching objective encourages mass coverage. In Section 4192

and 5, this is complemented with extensive empirical evidence that flow matching indeed provides193

mass-covering estimates.194

We remark that it was shown in [42] that the KL divergence of SDE solutions can be bounded by the195

MSE of the estimated score function. Thus, the smoothing effect of the noise ensures mass coverage,196

an aspect that was further studied using the Fokker-Planck equation in [41]. For flow matching,197

imposing the regularity assumption plays a similar role.198

3.2 Network architecture199

Generative diffusion or flow matching models typically operate on complicated and high dimensional200

data in the θ space (e.g., images with millions of pixels). One typically uses U-Net [43] like201

architectures, as they provide a natural mapping from θ to a vector field v(θ) of the same dimension.202

The dependence on t and an (optional) conditioning vector x is then added on top of this architecture.203

For SBI, the data x is often associated with a complicated domain, such as image or time series data,204

whereas parameters θ are typically low dimensional. In this context, it is therefore useful to build the205

architecture starting as a mapping from x to v(x) and then add conditioning on θ and t. In practice,206

one can therefore use any established feature extraction architecture for data in the domain of x, and207

adjust the dimension of the feature vector to n = dim(θ). In our experiments, we found that the208

(t, θ)-conditioning is best achieved using gated linear units [44] to the hidden layers of the network209

(see also Fig. 1); these are also commonly used for conditioning discrete flows on x.210

3.3 Re-scaling the time prior211

The time prior U [0, 1] in (4) distributes the training capacity uniformly across t. We observed that this212

is not always optimal in practice, as the complexity of the vector field may depend on t. For FMPE213

we therefore sample t in (7) from a power-law distribution pα(t) ∝ t1/(1+α), t ∈ [0, 1], introducing214

an additional hyperparameter α. This includes the uniform distribution for α = 0, but for α > 0,215

assigns greater importance to the vector field for larger values of t. We empirically found this to216

improve learning for distributions with sharp bounds (e.g., Two Moons in Section 4).217

4 SBI benchmark218

We now evaluate FMPE on ten tasks included in the benchmark presented in [45], ranging from219

simple Gaussian toy models to more challenging SBI problems from epidemiology and ecology, with220

varying dimensions for parameters (dim(θ) ∈ [2, 10]) and observations (dim(x) ∈ [2, 100]). For221

each task, we train three separate FMPE models with simulation budgets N ∈ {103, 104, 105}. We222

use a simple network architecture consisting of fully connected residual blocks [46] to parameterize223

the conditional vector field. For the two tasks with dim(x) = 100 (B-GLM-Raw, SLCP-D), we224

condition on (t, θ) via gated linear units as described in Section 3.2 (Fig. 8 in Appendix C shows225

the corresponding performance gain). For the remaining tasks with dim(x) ≤ 10 we concatenate226

(t, θ, x) instead. We reserve 5% of the simulations for validation. See Appendix C for details.227

For each task and simulation budget, we evaluate the model with the lowest validation loss by228

comparing q(θ|x) to the reference posteriors p(θ|x) provided in [45] for ten different observations x229

in terms of the C2ST score [47, 48]. This performance metric is computed by training a classifier to230

discriminate inferred samples θ ∼ q(θ|x) from reference samples θ ∼ p(θ|x). The C2ST score is231

then the test accuracy of this classifier, ranging from 0.5 (best) to 1.0. We observe that FMPE exhibits232

comparable performance to an NPE baseline model for most tasks and outperforms on several (Fig. 3).233

In terms of the MMD metric (Fig. 6 in the Appendix), FMPE clearly outperforms NPE (but MMD234

can be sensitive to its hyperparameters [45]). As NPE is one of the highest ranking methods for many235

tasks in the benchmark, these results show that FMPE indeed performs competitively with other236

existing SBI methods. We report an additional baseline for score matching in Fig. 7 in the Appendix.237

As NPE and FMPE both directly target the posterior with a density estimator (in contrast to most238

other SBI methods), observed differences can be primarily attributed to their different approaches for239

density estimation. Interestingly, a great performance improvement of FMPE over NPE is observed240

for SLCP with a large simulation budget (N = 105). The SLCP task is specifically designed to have241
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Figure 3: Comparison of FMPE with NPE, a standard SBI method, across 10 benchmark tasks [45].

a simple likelihood but a complex posterior, and the FMPE performance underscores the enhanced242

flexibility of the FMPE density estimator.243

−4 −2 0 2 4

log q(θ|x)

θ∼p(θ|x)

θ∼q(θ|x)

Figure 4: Histogram of FMPE densities
log q(θ|x) for reference samples θ ∼ p(θ|x)
(Two Moons task, N = 103). The estimate
q(θ|x) clearly covers p(θ|x) entirely.

Finally, we empirically investigate the mass coverage244

suggested by our theoretical analysis in Section 3.1.245

We display the density log q(θ|x) of the reference246

samples θ ∼ p(θ|x) under our FMPE model q as247

a histogram (Fig. 4). All samples θ ∼ p(θ|x) fall248

into the support from q(θ|x). This becomes appar-249

ent when comparing to the density log q(θ|x) for250

samples θ ∼ q(θ|x) from q itself. This FMPE re-251

sult is therefore mass covering. Note that this does252

not necessarily imply conservative posteriors (which253

is also not generally true for the forward KL diver-254

gence [17, 49, 50]), and some parts of p(θ|x) may255

still be undersampled. Probability mass coverage,256

however, implies that no part is entirely missed (com-257

pare Fig. 2), even for multimodal distributions such258

as Two Moons. Fig. 9 in the Appendix confirms the259

mass coverage for the other benchmark tasks.260

5 Gravitational-wave inference261

5.1 Background262

Gravitational waves (GWs) are ripples of spacetime predicted by Einstein and produced by cata-263

clysmic cosmic events such as the mergers of binary black holes (BBHs). GWs propagate across the264

universe to Earth, where the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA observatories measure faint time-series signals265

embedded in noise. To-date, roughly 90 detections of merging black holes and neutron stars have266

been made [51], all of which have been characterized using Bayesian inference to compare against267

theoretical models.3 These have yielded insights into the origin and evolution of black holes [52],268

fundamental properties of matter and gravity [53, 54], and even the expansion rate of the universe [55].269

Under reasonable assumptions on detector noise, the GW likelihood is tractable,4 and inference is270

typically performed using tools [56–59] based on Markov chain Monte Carlo [60, 61] or nested271

3BBH parameters θ ∈ R15 include black-hole masses, spins, and the spacetime location and orientation of
the system (see Tab. 4 in the Appendix). We represent x in frequency domain; for two LIGO detectors and
complex f ∈ [20, 512] Hz, ∆f = 0.125 Hz, we have x ∈ R15744.

4Noise is assumed to be stationary and Gaussian, so for frequency-domain data, the GW likelihood p(x|θ) =
N (h(θ)|Sn)(x). Here h(θ) is a theoretical signal model based on Einstein’s theory of general relativity, and Sn

is the power spectral density of the detector noise.
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sampling [62] algorithms. This can take from hours to months, depending on the nature of the event272

and the complexity of the signal model, with a typical analysis requiring up to ∼ 108 likelihood273

evaluations. The ever-increasing rate of detections means that these analysis times risk becoming a274

bottleneck. SBI offers a promising solution for this challenge that has thus been actively studied in275

the literature [63–67, 7, 68, 69, 40]. A fully amortized NPE-based method called DINGO recently276

achieved accuracies comparable to stochastic samplers with inference times of less than a minute277

per event [7]. To achieve accurate results, however, DINGO uses group-equivariant NPE [7, 68]278

(GNPE), an NPE extension that integrates known conditional symmetries. GNPE, therefore, does279

not provide a tractable density, which is problematic when verifying and correcting inference results280

using importance sampling [40].281

5.2 Experiments282

We here apply FMPE to GW inference. As a baseline, we train an NPE network with the settings283

described in [7] with a few minor changes (see Appendix D).5 This uses an embedding network [70]284

to compress x to a 128-dimensional feature vector, which is then used to condition a neural spline285

flow [71]. The embedding network consists of a learnable linear layer initialized with principal286

components of GW simulations followed by a series of dense residual blocks [46]. This architecture287

is a powerful feature extractor for GW measurements [7]. As pointed out in Section 3.2, it is288

straightforward to reuse such architectures for FMPE, with the following three modifications: (1)289

we provide the conditioning on (t, θ) to the network via gated linear units in each hidden layer;290

(2) we change the dimension of the final feature vector to the dimension of θ so that the network291

parameterizes the conditional vector field (t, x, θ) → vt,x(θ); (3) we increase the number and width292

of the hidden layers to use the capacity freed up by removing the discrete normalizing flow.293

We train the NPE and FMPE networks with 5 · 106 simulations for 400 epochs using a batch size of294

4096 on an A100 GPU. The FMPE network (1.9 · 108 learnable parameters, training takes ≈ 2 days)295

is larger than the NPE network (1.3 · 108 learnable parameters, training takes ≈ 3 days), but trains296

substantially faster. We evaluate both networks on GW150914 [72], the first detected GW. We297

generate a reference posterior using the method described in [40]. Fig. 5 compares the inferred298

posterior distributions qualitatively and quantitatively in terms of the Jensen-Shannon divergence299

(JSD) to the reference.6300

FMPE substantially outperforms NPE in terms of accuracy, with a mean JSD of 0.5 mnat (NPE:301

3.6 mnat), and max JSD < 2.0 mnat, an indistinguishability criterion for GW posteriors [58].302

Remarkably, FMPE accuracy is even comparable to GNPE, which leverages physical symmetries303

to simplify data. Finally, we find that the Bayesian evidences inferred with NPE (log p(x) =304

−7667.958±0.006) and FMPE (log p(x) = −7667.969±0.005) are consistent within their statistical305

uncertainties. A correct evidence is only obtained in importance sampling when the inferred posterior306

q(θ|x) covers the entire posterior p(θ|x) [40], so this is another indication that FMPE indeed induces307

mass-covering posteriors.308

5.3 Discussion309

Our results for GW150914 show that FMPE substantially outperforms NPE on this challenging310

problem. We believe that this is related to the network structure as follows. The NPE network311

allocates roughly two thirds of its parameters to the discrete normalizing flow and only one third312

to the embedding network (i.e., the feature extractor for x). Since FMPE parameterizes a much313

simpler vector field, it can devote its network capacity to the interpretation of the high-dimensional314

x ∈ R15744, and thereby scales much better to larger networks and achieve much higher accuracy.315

Remarkably, the performance is even comparable to GNPE, which involves a much simpler learning316

task with likelihood symmetries integrated by construction. See Appendix D for further details.317

5Our implementation builds on the public DINGO code from https://github.com/dingo-gw/dingo.
6We omit the three parameters ϕc, ϕJL, θJN in the evaluation as we use phase marginalization in importance

sampling and the reference therefore uses a different basis for these parameters [40]. For GNPE we report the
results from [7], which are generated with slightly different data conditioning. Therefore, we do not display the
GNPE results in the corner plot, and the JSDs serve only as a rough comparison. The JSD for the tc parameter is
not reported in [7] due to a tc marginalized reference.
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Figure 5: Results for GW150914 [72]. Left: Corner plot showing 1D marginals on the diagonal
and 2D 50% credible regions. We display four GW parameters (distance dL, time of arrival tc, and
sky coordinates α, δ); these represent the least accurate NPE parameters. Right: Deviation between
inferred posteriors and the reference, quantified by the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD). The FMPE
posterior matches the reference more accurately than NPE, and performs similarly to symmetry-
enhanced GNPE. (We do not display GNPE results on the left due to different data conditioning
settings in available networks.)

In future work we plan to carry out a more complete analysis of GW inference using FMPE. Indeed,318

GW150914 is a loud event with good data quality, where NPE already performs quite well. DINGO319

with GNPE has been validated in a variety of settings [7, 68, 40, 73] including events with a larger320

performance gap between NPE and GNPE [68]. Since FMPE (like NPE) does not integrate physical321

symmetries, it would likely need further enhancements to fully compete with GNPE. This may require322

a symmetry-aware architecture [74], or simply further scaling to larger networks. Nevertheless, our323

results demonstrate that FMPE is a promising direction for future research in this field.324

6 Conclusions325

We introduced flow matching posterior estimation, a new simulation-based inference technique based326

on continuous normalizing flows. In contrast to existing neural posterior estimation methods, it does327

not rely on restricted density estimation architectures such as discrete normalizing flows, and instead328

parametrizes a distribution in terms of a conditional vector field. This enables more flexible network329

architectures and seamless scaling (like score matching), while enabling flexible path specification330

and direct access to the posterior density.331

We evaluated FMPE on a set of 10 benchmark tasks and found competitive or better performance332

compared to other simulation-based inference methods. On the challenging task of gravitational-wave333

inference, FMPE substantially outperformed comparable discrete flows, producing samples on par334

with a method that explicitly leverages symmetries to simplify training. Additionally, flow matching335

latent spaces are more naturally structured than those of discrete flows, particularly when using336

paths such as optimal transport. Looking forward, it would be interesting to exploit such structure337

in designing learning algorithms. This performance and flexibilty underscores the capability of338

continuous normalizing flows to efficiently solve inverse problems.339
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A Gaussian flow577

We here derive the form of a vector field vt(θ) that restricts the resulting continuous flow to a one578

dimensional Gaussian with mean µ̂ variance σ̂2. With the optimal transport path µt(θ) = tθ1,579

σt(θ) = 1− (1− σmin)t ≡ σt from [16], the sample-conditional probability path (5) reads580

pt(θ|θ1) = N [tθ1, σ
2
t ](θ). (10)

We set our target distribution581

q1(θ1) = N [µ̂, σ̂2](θ1). (11)

To derive the marginal probability path and the marginal vector field we need two identities for582

the convolution ∗ of Gaussian densities. Recall that the convolution of two function is defined by583

f ∗ g(x) =
∫
f(x− y)g(y) dy. We define the function584

gµ,σ2(θ) = θ · N
[
µ, σ2

]
(θ). (12)

Then the following holds585

N [µ1, σ
2
1 ] ∗ N [µ2, σ

2
2 ] = N [µ1 + µ2, σ

2
1 + σ2

2 ] (13)

g0,σ2
1
∗ N [µ2, σ

2
2 ] =

σ2
1

σ2
1 + σ2

2

(
gµ2,σ2

1+σ2
2
− µ2 N [µ2, σ

2
1 + σ2

2 ]
)

(14)

Marginal probability paths586

Marginalizing over θ1 in (10) with (11), we find587

pt(θ) =

∫
pt(θ|θ1)q(θ1) dθ1

=

∫
N

[
tθ1, σ

2
t

]
(θ) N

[
µ̂, σ̂2

]
(θ1)dθ1

=

∫
N

[
0, σ2

t

]
(θ − tθ1) N (tµ̂, (tσ̂)2)(tθ1) · t dθ1

=

∫
N

[
0, σ2

t

]
(θ − θt1) N

[
tµ̂, (tσ̂)2

]
(θt1) dθ

t
1

= N
[
tµ̂, σ2

t + (tσ̂)2
]
(θ)

(15)

where we defined θt1 = tθ1 and used (13).588

Marginal vector field589

We now calculate the marginalized vector field ut(θ) based on equation (8) in [16]. Using the590

sample-conditional vector field (6) and the distributions (10) and (11) we find591

ut(θ) =

∫
ut(θ|θ1)

pt(θ|θ1)q(θ1)
pt(θ)

dθ1

=
1

pt(θ)

∫
(θ1 − (1− σmin)θ)

σt
· N

[
tθ1, σ

2
t

]
(θ) · N

[
µ̂, σ̂2

]
(θ1) dθ1

=
1

pt(θ)

∫
(θ1 − (1− σmin)θ)

σt
· N

[
0, σ2

t

]
(θ − tθ1) · N

[
tµ̂, (tσ̂)2

]
(tθ1) · t dθ1

=
1

pt(θ)

∫
(θ′1 − (1− σmin)t · θ)

σt · t
· N

[
0, σ2

t

]
(θ − θ′1) · N

[
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]
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=
1
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σt · t
· N
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0, σ2

t
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=
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t

]
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15



where we used the change of variables θ′1 = tθ1 and θ′′1 = θ − θ′1. Now we evaluate this expression592

using (12), then the identities (13) and (14) and the marginal probability (15)593

ut(θ) =
−1

pt(θ) · σt · t
(
g0,σ2

t
∗ N

[
tµ̂, (tσ̂)2

])
(θ) +

θ

pt(θ) · t
(
N

[
0, σ2

t

]
∗ N

[
tµ̂, (tσ̂)2

])
(θ)

=
−1

pt(θ) · σt · t
(θ − tµ̂) · σ2

t

σ2
t + (tσ̂)2

· N
[
tµ̂, (σ2

t + (tσ̂)2)
]
(θ) +

θ

pt(θ) · t
N

[
tµ̂, (σ2

t + (tσ̂)2)
]
(θ)

=
(σ2

t + (tσ̂)2)θ − (θ − tµ̂) · σt
pt(θ) · t · (σ2

t + (tσ̂)2)
· pt(θ)

=
(σ2

t + (tσ̂)2 − σt)θ + tµ̂ · σt
t · (σ2

t + (tσ̂)2)
.

(17)

By choosing a vector field vt of the form (17) with learnable parameters µ̂, σ̂2, we can thus define a594

continuous flow that is restricted to a one dimensional Gaussian.595

B Mass covering properties of flows596

In this supplement, we investigate the mass covering properties of continuous normalizing flows597

trained using mean squared error and in particular prove Theorem 1. We first recall the notation from598

the main part. We always assume that the data is distributed according to p1(θ). In addition, there is a599

known and simple base distribution p0 and we assume that there is a vector field ut : [0, 1]×Rd → Rd600

that connects p0 and p1 in the following sense. We denote by ϕt the flow generated by ut, i.e., ϕt601

satisfies602

∂tϕt(θ) = ut(ϕt(θ)). (18)

Then we assume that (ϕ1)∗p0 = p1 and we also define the interpolations pt = (ϕt)∗p0.603

We do not have access to the ground truth distributions pt and the vector field ut but we try to learn a604

vector field vt approximating ut. We denote its flow by ψt and we define qt = (ψt)∗q0 and q0 = p0.605

We are interested in the mass covering properties of the learned approximation q1 of p1. In particular,606

we want to relate the KL-divergence DKL(p1||q1) to the mean squared error,607

MSEp(u, v) =

∫ 1

0

dt

∫
pt(dθ)(ut(θ)− vt(θ))

2, (19)

of the generating vector fields. The first observation is that without any regularity assumptions on vt608

it is impossible to obtain any bound on the KL-divergence in terms of the mean squared error.609

Lemma 1. For every ε > 0 there are vector field ut and vt and a base distribution p0 = q0 such that610

MSEp(u, v) < ε and DKL(p1||q1) = ∞. (20)

In addition we can construct ut and vt such that the support of p1 is larger than the support of q1.611

Proof. We consider the uniform distribution p0 = q0 ∼ U([−1, 1]) and the vector fields612

ut(θ) = 0 (21)

and613

vt(θ) =

{
ε for 0 ≤ θ < ε,
0 otherwise.

(22)

As before, let ϕt denote the flow of the vector field ut and similarly ψt denote the flow of vt. Clearly614

ϕt(θ) = θ. On the other hand615

ψt(θ) =

{
min(θ + εt, ε) if 0 ≤ θ < ε,
θ otherwise.

(23)
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In particular616

ψ1(θ) =

{
ε if 0 ≤ θ < ε,
θ otherwise.

(24)

This implies that p1 = (ϕ1)∗p0 ∼ U([−1, 1]). On the other hand q1 = (ψ1)∗q0 has support in617

[−1, 0] ∪ [ε, 1]. In particular, the distribution of q1 is not mass covering with respect to p1 and618

DKL(p1||q1) = ∞. Finally, we observe that the MSE can be arbitrarily small619

MSEp(u, v) =

∫ 1

0

dt

∫
pt(dθ)|ut(θ)− vt(θ)|2 =

∫ 1

0

∫ ε

0

1

2
ε2 =

ε3

2
. (25)

Here we used that the density of pt(dθ) is 1/2 for −1 ≤ θ ≤ 1.620

We see that an arbitrary small MSE-loss cannot ensure that the probability distribution is mass621

covering and the KL-divergence is finite. On a high level this can be explained by the fact that622

for vector fields vt that are not Lipschitz continuous the flow is not necessarily continuous, and623

we can generate holes in the distribution. Note that we chose p0 to be a uniform distribution for624

simplicity, but the result extends to any smooth distribution, in particular the result does not rely on625

the discontinuity of p0.626

Next, we investigate the mass covering property for Lipschitz continuous flows. When the flows ut627

and vt are Lipschitz continuous (in θ) this ensures that the flows ψ1 and ϕ1 are continuous in x and it628

is not possible to create holes in the distribution as shown above for non-continuous vector fields. We629

show a weaker bound in this setting.630

Lemma 2. For every 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 there is a base distribution p0 = q0 and the are Lipschitz-continuous631

vector fields ut and vt such that MSEp(u, v) = δ and632

DKL(p1||q1) ≥
1

2
MSEp(u, v)

1/3. (26)

Proof. We consider p0, q0 and ut as in Lemma 1, and we define633

vt(θ) =


2θ for 0 ≤ θ < ε,
2ε− θ for ε ≤ θ < 2ε,
0 otherwise.

(27)

Then we can calculate for 0 ≤ θ ≤ e−2ε that634

ψt(θ) = θe2t. (28)

Similarly we obtain for ε ≤ θ ≤ 2ε (solving the ODE f ′ = 2f )635

ψt(θ) = 2ε− (2ε− θ)e−2t. (29)

We find636

ψ1(0) = 0, ψ1(e
−2ε) = ε, ψ1(ε) = 2− εe−2; ψ2(2ε) = 2ε. (30)

Next we find for the densities of q1 that637

q1(ψ1(θ)) = q0(θ)|ψ′
1(θ)|−1 =

1

2

{
e−2 for 0 ≤ θ ≤ e−2ε,
e2 for ε ≤ θ ≤ 2ε.

(31)

Together with (30) this implies that the density of q1 is given by638

q1(θ) =
1

2

{
e−2 for 0 ≤ θ ≤ ε,
e2 for 2ε− εe−2 ≤ θ ≤ 2ε.

(32)

Note that p1(θ) = 1/2 for −1 ≤ θ ≤ 1 and therefore639 ∫ ε

0

ln
p1(θ)

q1(θ)
p1(dθ) =

∫ ε

0

ln(e2)
1

2
dθ = ε, (33)
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and640 ∫ 2ε

2ε−εe−2

ln
p1(θ)

q1(θ)
p1(dθ) =

∫ 2ε

2ε−εe−2

ln(e−2)
1

2
dθ = −εe−2. (34)

Moreover we note641 ∫ 2ε−εe−2

ε

q1(dε) =

∫ ε

e−2ε

q0(dε) =
1

2
ε(1− e−2) =

∫ 2ε−εe−2

ε

p1(dε), (35)

which implies (by positivity of the KL-divergence) that642 ∫ 2ε−εe−2

ε

ln

(
p1(θ)

q1(θ)

)
p1(dθ) ≥ 0. (36)

We infer using also p1(θ) = q1(θ) = 1/2 for θ ∈ [−1, 0] ∩ [2ε, 1] that643

DKL(p1||q1) =
∫

ln

(
p1(θ)

q1(θ)

)
p1(dθ) ≥ ε(1− e−2). (37)

On the other hand we can bound644 ∫ 1

0

dt

∫
pt(dθ)|vt(θ)− ut(θ)|2 =

1

2

∫ 1

0

dt

∫ 2ε

0

|ut(θ)|2 =

∫ ε

0

s2 ds =
ε3

3
. (38)

We conclude that645

DKL(p1||q1) ≥
1

2
(MSEp(u, v))

1/3
. (39)

In particular, it is not possible to bound the KL-divergence by the MSE even when the vector fields646

are Lipschitz continuous.647

Let us put this into context. It was already shown in [41] that we can, in general, not bound the648

forward KL-divergence by the mean squared error and our Lemmas 1 and 2 are concrete examples.649

On the other hand, when considering SDEs the KL-divergence can be bounded by the mean squared650

error of the drift terms as shown in [42]. Indeed, in [41] the favorable smoothing effect was carefully651

investigated.652

Here we show that we can alternatively obtain an upper bound on the KL-divergence when assuming653

that ut, vt, and p0 satisfy additional regularity assumptions. This allows us to recover the mass654

covering property from bounds on the means squared error for sufficiently smooth vector fields. The655

scaling is nevertheless still weaker than for SDEs.656

We now state our assumptions. We denote the gradient with respect to θ by ∇ = ∇µ and second657

derivatives by ∇2 = ∇2
µν . When applying the chain rule, we leave the indices implicit. We denote by658

| · | the Frobenius norm |A| =
(∑

ij A
2
ij

)1/2

of a matrix. The Frobenius norm is submultiplicative,659

i.e., |AB| ≤ |A| · |B| and directly generalizes to higher order tensors.660

Assumption 1. We assume that661

|∇ut| ≤ L, |∇vt| ≤ L, |∇2ut| ≤ L′, |∇2vt| ≤ L′. (40)

We require one further assumption on p0.662

Assumption 2. There is a constant C1 such that663

|∇ ln p0(θ)| ≤ C1(1 + |θ|). (41)

We also assume that664

Ep0
|θ|2 < C2 <∞. (42)

Note that (41) holds, e.g., if p0 follows a Gaussian distribution but also for smooth distribution with665

slower decay at ∞. If we assume that |∇ ln p0(θ)| is bounded the proof below simplifies slightly.666

This is, e.g., the case if p0(θ) ∼ e−|θ| as |θ| → ∞.667

We need some additional notation. It is convenient to introduce ϕst = ϕt ◦ (ϕs)−1, i.e., the flow from668

time s to t (in particular ϕ0t = ϕt) and similarly for ψ. We can now restate and prove Theorem 1.669
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Theorem 2. Let p0 = q0 and assume ut and vt are two vector fields whose flows satisfy p1 = (ϕ1)∗p0670

and q1 = (ψ1)∗q0. Assume that p0 satisfies Assumption 2 and ut and vt satisfy Assumption 1. Then671

there is a constant C > 0 depending on L, L′, C1, C2, and d such that (for MSEp(u, v) < 1))672

DKL(p1||q1) ≤ CMSEp(u, v)
1
2 . (43)

Remark 1. We do not claim that our results are optimal, it might be possible to find similar bounds673

for the forward KL-divergence with weaker assumptions. However, we emphasize that Lemma 2674

shows that the result of the theorem is not true without the assumption on the second derivative of vt675

and ut.676

Proof. We want to control DKL(p1||q1). It can be shown that (see equation above (25) in [42] or677

Lemma 2.19 in [41] )678

∂tDKL(pt||qt) = −
∫
pt(dθ)(ut(θ)− vt(θ)) · (∇ ln pt(θ)−∇ ln qt(θ)). (44)

Using Cauchy-Schwarz we can bound this by679

∂tDKL(pt||qt) ≤
(∫

pt(dθ)|ut(θ)− vt(θ)|2
) 1

2
(∫

pt(dθ)|∇ ln pt(θ)−∇ ln qt(θ)|2
) 1

2

. (45)

We use the relation (see (3))680

ln(pt(ϕt(θ0)) = ln(p0(θ0))−
∫ t

0

(div us)(ϕs(θ0))ds, (46)

which can be equivalently rewritten (setting θ = ϕtθ0) as681

ln(pt(θ)) = ln(p0(ϕ
t
0θ))−

∫ t

0

(div us)(ϕ
t
sθ)ds. (47)

We use the following relation for ∇ϕts682

∇ϕts(θ) = exp

(∫ s

t

dτ (∇uτ )(ϕtτ (θ))
)
. (48)

This relation is standard and can be directly deduced from the following ODE for ∇ϕts683

∂s∇ϕts(θ) = ∇∂sϕts(θ) = ∇(us(ϕ
t
s(θ))) =

(
(∇us)(ϕts(θ))

)
· ∇ϕts(θ). (49)

We can conclude that for 0 ≤ s, t ≤ 1 the bound684

|∇ϕts(θ)| ≤ eL (50)

holds. We find685

|∇ ln(pt(θ))| =
∣∣∣∣∇ ln(p0)(ϕ

t
0θ) · ∇ϕt0(θ)−

∫ t

0

(∇ div us)(ϕ
t
sθ) · ∇ϕts(θ)ds

∣∣∣∣
≤ |∇ ln(p0)(ϕ

t
0θ)|eL + L′eL,

(51)

and a similar bound holds for qt. In words, we have shown that the score of pt at θ can be bounded by686

the score of p0 of theta transported along the vector field ut minus a correction which quantifies the687

change of score along the path. We now bound using the definition pt = (ϕt)∗p0 and the assumption688

(41)689 ∫
pt(dθ)|∇ ln p0(ϕ

t
0(θ))|2 =

∫
p0(dθ0)|∇ ln p0(ϕ

t
0ϕt(θ0))|2 = Ep0 |∇ ln p0(θ0)|2

≤ Ep0(C1(1 + |θ0|)2) ≤ 2C2
1 (1 + Ep0 |θ0|2) ≤ 2C2

1 (1 + C2
2 ).

(52)

Similarly we obtain using q0 = p0690 ∫
pt(dθ)|∇ ln q0(ψ

t
0θ)|2 =

∫
p0(dθ0)|∇ ln q0(ψ

t
0ϕtθ0)|2. (53)
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In words, to control the score of q integrated with respect to pt we need to control the distortion we691

obtain when moving forward with u and backwards with v. We investigate ψt
0ϕt(θ0). We find692

∂hψ
t+h
t ϕtt+h(θ)|h=0 = ut(θ)− vt(θ). (54)

This implies693

∂t(ψ
t
0ϕt)(θ0) = ∂h(ψ

t
0ψ

t+h
t ϕtt+hϕt)(θ0)|h=0 = (∇ψt

0)(ϕt(θ0)) · ((ut − vt)(ϕt(θ0))) . (55)

Using (50) we conclude that694

|ψt
0ϕt(θ0)− θ0| ≤

∣∣∣∣∫ t

0

∂sψ
s
0ϕs(θ0) ds

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ t

0

|(∇ψs
0)(ϕs(θ0))| · |us − vs|(ϕs(θ0)) ds

≤ eL
∫ t

0

|us − vs|(ϕs(θ0)) ds.
(56)

We use this and the assumption (41) to continue to estimate (53) as follows695 ∫
pt(dθ)|∇ ln q0(ψ

t
0θ)|2 =

∫
p0(dθ0)|∇ ln q0(ψ

t
0ϕt(θ0))|2

≤ C2
1

∫
p0(dθ0)(1 + |ψt

0ϕt(θ0)|)2

≤ C2
1

∫
p0(dθ0)(1 + |ψt

0ϕt(θ0)− θ0|+ |θ0|)2

≤ 3C2
1 + 3C2

1

∫
p0(dθ0)

(
|ψt

0ϕt(θ0)− θ0|2 + |θ0|2
)

≤ 3C2
1 (1 + Ep0

|θ0|2) + 3C2
1e

2L

∫
p0(dθ0)

(∫ t

0

ds |us − vs|(ϕs(θ0))
)2

.

(57)

Here we used (a+ b+ c)2 ≤ 3(a2 + b2 + c2) in the second to last step. We bound the remaining696

integral using Cauchy-Schwarz as follows697 ∫
p0(dθ0)

(∫ t

0

|us − vs|(ϕs(θ0))
)2

≤
∫
p0(dθ0)

(∫ t

0

ds |us − vs|2(ϕs(θ0))
)(∫ t

0

ds 12
)

≤ t

∫ t

0

ds

∫
p0(dθ0)|us − vs|2(ϕs(θ0))

= t

∫ t

0

ds

∫
ps(dθs)|us − vs|2(θs)

≤
∫ 1

0

ds

∫
ps(dθs)|us − vs|2(θs) = MSEp(u, v).

(58)

The last displays together imply698 ∫
pt(dθ)|∇ ln q0(ψ

t
0θ)|2 ≤ 3C2

1

(
1 + Ep0

|θ0|2 + e2L MSEp(u, v)
)
. (59)

Now we have all the necessary ingredients to bound the derivative of the KL-divergence. We control699

the second integral in (45) using (51) (and again (
∑4

i=1 ai)
2 ≤ 4

∑
a2i ) as follows,700 ∫

pt(dθ)|∇ ln pt(θ)−∇ ln qt(θ)|2

≤ 2 · 22 · L′2e2L + 4e2L
∫
pt(dθ)

(
|∇ ln q0(ψ

t
0)θ)|2 + |∇ ln p0(ϕ

t
0)θ)|2

)
.

(60)

Using (52) and (59) we finally obtain701 ∫
pt(dθ)|∇ ln pt(θ)−∇ ln qt(θ)|2 ≤ 8 · L′2e2L + C2

1e
2L

(
20(1 + C2

2 ) + 12MSEp(u, v)
)

≤ C(1 +MSEp(u, v))

(61)
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for some constant C > 0. Finally, we obtain702

DKL(p1||q1) =
∫ 1

0

dt ∂tDKL(pt||qt)

≤ (C(1 +MSEp(u, v)))
1
2

∫ 1

0

dt

(∫
pt(dθ)|ut(θ)− vt(θ)|2

) 1
2

≤ (C(1 +MSEp(u, v)))
1
2

(∫ 1

0

dt

∫
pt(dθ)|ut(θ)− vt(θ)|2

) 1
2

≤ (C(1 +MSEp(u, v)))
1
2 MSEp(u, v)

1
2 .

(62)

703

C SBI Benchmark704

In this section, we collect missing details and additional results for the analysis of the SBI benchmark705

in Section 4.706

C.1 Network architecture and hyperparameters707

For each task and simulation budget in the benchmark, we perform a mild hyperparameter optimiza-708

tion. We sweep over the batch size and learning rate (which is particularly important as the simulation709

budgets differ by orders of magnitudes), the network size and the α parameter for the time prior710

defined in Section 3.3 (see Tab. 2 for the specific values). We reserve 5% of the simulation budget for711

validation and choose the model with the best validation loss across all configurations.712

C.2 Additional results713

We here provide various additional results for the SBI benchmark. First, we compare the performance714

of FMPE and NPE when using the Maximum Mean Discrepancy metric (MMD). The results can715

be found in Fig. 6. FMPE shows superior performance to NPE for most tasks and simulation716

budgets. Compared to the C2ST scores in Fig. 3 the improvement shown by FMPE in MMD is more717

substantial.718

Fig. 7 compares the FMPE results with the optimal transport path from the main text with a comparable719

score matching model using the Variance Preserving diffusion path [15]. The score matching results720

were obtained using the same batch size, network size and learning rate as the FMPE network, while721

optimizing for βmin ∈ {0.1, 1, 4} and βmax ∈ {4, 7, 10}. FMPE with the optimal transport path722

clearly outperforms the score-based model on almost all configurations.723

Finally we compare FMPE using the architecture proposed in Section 3.2 with (t, θ)-conditioning via724

gated linear units to FMPE with a naive architecture operating directly on the concatenated (t, θ, x)725

vector, see Fig. 8. For the two displayed tasks the context dimension dim(x) = 100 is much larger726

than the parameter dimension dim(θ) ∈ {5, 10}, and there is a clear performance gain in using the727

GLU conditioning. Our interpretation is that the low dimensionality of (t, θ) means that it is not728

well-learned by the network when simply concatenated with x.729

Fig. 9 displays the densities of the reference samples under the FMPE model as a histogram for all730

tasks (extended version of Fig. 4). The support of the learned model q(θ|x) covers the reference731

samples θ ∼ p(θ|x), providing additional empirical evidence for the mass-covering behavior theoreti-732

cally explored in Thm. 1. However, samples from the true posterior distribution may have a small733

density under the learned model, especially if the deviation between model and reference is high; see734

Lotka-Volterra (bottom right panel).735

D Gravitational-wave inference736

We here provide the missing details and additional results for the gravitational wave inference problem737

analyzed in Section 5.738
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hyperparameter sweep values

hidden dimensions 2n for n ∈ {4, . . . , 10}
number of blocks 10, . . . , 18
batch size 2n for n ∈ {2, . . . , 9}
learning rate 1.e-3, 5.e-4, 2.e-4, 1.e-4
α (for time prior) -0.25, -0.5, 0, 1, 4

Table 2: Sweep values for the hyperparamters for the SBI benchmark. We split the configurations
according to simulation budgets, e.g. for 1000 simulations, we only swept over smaller values for
network size and batch size. The network architecture has a diamond shape, with increasing layer
width from smallest to largest and then decreasing to the output dimension. Each block consists of
two fully-connected residual layers.
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Figure 6: Comparison of FMPE and NPE performance across 10 SBI benchmarking tasks [45]. We
here quantify the deviation in terms of the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) as an alternative
metric to the C2ST score used in Fig. 3. MMD can be sensitive to its hyperparameters [45], so we
use the C2ST score as a primary performance metric.
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Figure 7: Comparison of FMPE with the optimal transport path (as used throughout the main paper)
with comparable models trained with a Variance Preserving diffusion path [15] by regressing on the
score (SMPE). Note that the SMPE baseline shown here is not directly comparable to NPSE [8, 9],
as this method uses Langevin steps, which reduces the dependence of the results on the vector field
for small t (at the cost of a tractable density).
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Figure 8: Comparison of the architecture proposed in Section 3.2 with gated linear units for the
(t, θ)-conditioning (red) and a naive architecture based on a simple concatenation of (t, θ, x) (black).
FMPE with the proposed architecture performs substantially better.

hyperparameter values

residual blocks 2048, 4096× 3, 2048× 3, 1024× 6, 512× 8, 256× 10,
128× 5, 64× 3, 32× 3, 16× 3

residual blocks (t, θ) embedding 16, 32, 64, 128, 256
batch size 4096
learning rate 5.e-4
α (for time prior) 1

residual blocks 2048× 2, 1024× 4, 512× 4, 256× 4, 128× 4, 64× 3,
32× 3, 16× 3

residual blocks (t, θ) embedding 16, 32, 64, 128, 256
batch size 4096
learning rate 5.e-4
α (for time prior) 1

Table 3: Hyperparameters for the FMPE models used in the main text (top) and in the ablation study
(bottom, see Fig. 10). The network is composed of a sequence of residual blocks, each consisting
of two fully-connected hidden layers, with a linear layer between each pair of blocks. The ablation
network is the same as the embedding network that feeds into the NPE normalizing flow.

D.1 Network architecture and hyperparameters739

Compared to NPE with normalizing flows, FMPE allows for generally simpler architectures, since740

the output of the network is simply a vector field. This also holds for NPSE (model also defined by a741

vector) and NRE (defined by a scalar). Our FMPE architecture builds on the embedding network742

developed in [7], however we extend the network capacity by adding more residual blocks (Tab. 3,743

top panel). For the (t, θ)-conditioning we use gated linear units applied to each residual block, as744

described in Section 3.2. We also use a small residual network to embed (t, θ) before applying the745

gated linear units.746

In this Appendix we also perform an ablation study, using the same embedding network as the747

NPE network (Tab. 3, bottom panel). For this configuration, we additionally study the effect of748

conditioning on (t, θ) starting from different layers of the main residual network.749

D.2 Data settings750

We use the data settings described in [7], with a few minor modifications. In particular, we use the751

waveform model IMRPhenomPv2 [75–77] and the prior displayed in Tab. 4. Compared to [7], we752

reduce the frequency range from [20, 1024] Hz to [20, 512] Hz to reduce the computational load for753

data preprocessing. We also omit the conditioning on the detector noise power spectral density (PSD)754

introduced in [7] as we evaluate on a single GW event. Preliminary tests show that the performance755
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Description Parameter Prior

component masses m1, m2 [10, 120] M⊙, m1 ≥ m2

chirp mass Mc = (m1m2)
3
5 /(m1 +m2)

1
5 [20, 120] M⊙ (constraint)

mass ratio q = m2/m1 [0.125, 1.0] (constraint)
spin magnitudes a1, a2 [0, 0.99]
spin angles θ1, θ2, ϕ12, ϕJL standard as in [78]
time of coalescence tc [−0.03, 0.03] s
luminosity distance dL [100, 1000] Mpc
reference phase ϕc [0, 2π]
inclination θJN [0, π] uniform in sine
polarization ψ [0, π]
sky position α, β uniform over sky

Table 4: Priors for the astrophysical binary black hole parameters. Priors are uniform over the
specified range unless indicated otherwise. Our models infer the mass parameters in the basis (Mc, q)
and marginalize over the phase parameter ϕc.

with PSD conditioning is similar to the results reported in this paper. All changes to the data settings756

have been applied to FMPE and the NPE baselines alike to enable a fair comparison.757

D.3 Additional results758

Tab. 5 displays the inference times for FMPE and NPE. NPE requires only a single network pass759

to produce samples and (log-)probabilities, whereas many forwards passes are needed for FMPE760

to solve the ODE with a specific level of accuracy. A significant portion of the additional time761

required for calculating (log-)probabilities in conjunction with the samples is spent on computing the762

divergence of the vector field, see Eq. (3).763

Fig. 10 presents a comparison of the FMPE performance using networks of the same hidden dimen-764

sions as the NPE embedding network (Tab. 3 bottom panel). This comparison includes an ablation765

study on the timing of the (t, θ) GLU-conditioning. In the top-row network, the (t, θ) conditioning is766

applied only after the 256-dimensional blocks. In contrast, the middle-row network receives (t, θ)767

immediately after the initial residual block. With FMPE we can achieve performance comparable to768

NPE, while having only ≈ 1/3 of the network size (most of the NPE network parameters are in the769

flow). This suggests that parameterizing the target distribution in terms of a vector field requires less770

learning capacity, compared to directly learning its density. Delaying the (t, θ) conditioning until771

the final layers impairs performance. However, the number of FLOPs at inference is considerably772

reduced, as the context embedding can be cached and a network pass only involves the few layers773

with the (t, θ) conditioning. Consequently, there’s a trade-off between accuracy and inference speed,774

which we will explore in a greater scope in future work.775

Network Passes Inference Time (per batch)

FMPE (sample only) 248 26s
FMPE (sample and log probs) 350 352s

NPE (sample and log probs) 1 1.5s

Table 5: Inference times per batch for FMPE and NPE on a single Nvidia A100 GPU, using the
training batch size of 4096. We solve the ODE for FMPE using the dopri5 discretization [79] with
absolute and relative tolerances of 1e-7. For FMPE, generation of the (log-)probabilities additionally
requires the computation of the divergence, see equation (3). This needs additional memory and
therefore limits the maximum batch size that can be used at inference.
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Figure 9: Histogram of FMPE densities log q(θ|x) for samples θ ∼ q(θ|x) and reference samples
θ ∼ p(θ|x) for simulation budgets N = 103 (left), N = 104 (center) and N = 105 (right). The
reference samples θ ∼ p(θ|x) are all within the support of the learned model q(θ|x), indicating mass
covering FMPE results. Nonetheless, reference samples may have a small density under q(θ|x), if
the validation loss is high, see Lotka-Volterra (LV).
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Figure 10: Jensen-Shannon divergence between inferred posteriors and the reference posteriors for
GW150914 [72]. We compare two FMPE models with the same architecture as the NPE embedding
network, see Tab. 3 bottom panel. For the model in the first row, the GLU conditioning of (θ, t) is
only applied before the final 128-dim blocks. The model in the middle row is given the context after
the very first 2048 block.
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